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This is the premiere of Jagdish Sharma's Sapoot. In this action thriller, Kader Khan plays the influential don of an Indian crime syndicate, known as 'Don Pados' (Godfather), who has two sons: Akshay Kumar and Suneil Shetty. Despite being the top don, his two sons are not as successful as he is. The
film was an instant success, and is considered to be one of the best Hindi films ever made. This movie is a remake of the Hollywood movie 'The Godfather', which was remade in Bollywood in 2004 by Ram Gopal Varma's Sarkar. Sapoot's soundtrack is also a big hit. The film follows the journey of the
younger son who travels the world looking for the don's dead body, while the older son, an idiotic bravado, tries to impress him in a futile attempt. The film was a hit, grossing over Rs 50 crore at the box-office.The screenplay of this film is very good. The dialogues are witty, and the humour is much

better than in Sarkar. Based on the original story, rather than making a remake of the earlier film, the makers of this version have created a new story with the help of a few characters from the original film. The film was also remade in Tamil with the same name, Sapoot. Sapoot is an action-romance
film. Sapoot review. Sapoot is another one of those films where the screenwriting, and the cast, as well as the direction are all superb. Kader Khan's performance as 'Don', the don is also very good. This is the premiere of Jagdish Sharma's Sapoot. In this action thriller, Kader Khan plays the influential
don of an Indian crime syndicate, known as 'Don Pados' (Godfather), who has two sons: Akshay Kumar and Suneil Shetty. Despite being the top don, his two sons are not as successful as he is. The film was an instant success, and is considered to be one of the best Hindi films ever made. This movie

is a remake of the Hollywood movie 'The Godfather', which was remade in Bollywood in 2004 by Ram Gopal Varma's Sarkar.
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